Catching some needed attention
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Abstract

Globally, the most basic need of policy makers and fisheries managers is to know what catch was taken within their jurisdictional boundaries, and which countries took it. Surprisingly, for many countries this has not been possible. We introduce a web site devoted to making this and related information available to everyone via the internet.
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1. Introduction

If ‘better knowledge’ means ‘better policy’ in the field of marine resource management then surely a wide dissemination of information means an informed constituency, one better prepared to make changes and adapt to change. Some of world’s oldest and grandest fisheries like the Atlantic cod have faltered, closed and, with time, will fade from memory [1,2]. Examination of global fisheries suggests that considerable change is required to avoid the failures of the past [3,4].

It is our opinion that in order to investigate what impacts fishing is having on the marine environment, requires amongst other things, time-series of catch data with a spatial precision suitable for use in standard ecosystem models [5]. At the very least, interested parties should be able to easily examine what catch has been extracted from a given stretch of coastline or from a country’s exclusive economic zone that currently delimit a nation’s marine capital. Various logbook and observer programs have been initiated in recent years in an effort to improve catch data, however, we cannot sit back and wait for these to bear fruit. We urgently need to examine sufficiently long time-series to assure ourselves of what the longer-term trends are. Moreover, we do not require this only for a few selected fisheries, but rather we need this for the majority of the world’s oceans. For, as we have been shown recently, massive change is upon us—global fisheries are declining rapidly [6,7]. Perfect information is a goal to strive for but we must use existing data in new and admittedly braver ways. We must collect supporting evidence across disciplines such as biology, economics and the other social sciences to help decipher what some of the vague catch records of the past really mean. In situations where the location of catches was left intentionally vague we must use all means at our disposal to probe deeper into the statistical records [8].

2. The catch challenge

The Sea Around Us Project has taken such an approach to look at the impacts of fishing on the marine environment. To facilitate this we have assembled databases of the global distribution of all commercial marine species. An even greater challenge was assembling a database of fishing access agreements and observed fishing way back to 1950 building upon what the Food and Agriculture Organization of the UN had assembled [9]. Our database document agreements
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that control the access of fishing fleets to the waters of other countries and includes observations of such activities even when no agreement is known, or when fishing occurred before EEZs had been established. Taken together, these two databases, one describing where commercial species can be found, and the other where fishing fleets actually fished, allow existing catch data to be ‘reverse engineered’ to determine with much greater precision where the catch was taken, and by whom.

This new form of catch data is a powerful tool for uncovering large spatial trends that cannot be seen in the context of standard catch statistics or which reach beyond the geographic scales that restrict the interest of most agencies. We have been able to show, for example, that global distortions in catch statistics fuelled our optimism about future catch increases [10]. We have also shown worrying reductions in the mean size and trophic level of global catches [6,7].

So how are we to begin reversing these trends? First we would argue that to create a constituency which has easy access to the fisheries statistics in a way that allows them to interpret for themselves, to correct them where they might be in error, and to eventually ‘own’ them. With wide support, action becomes more likely. One obvious constituency is the scientists and informed public that use the worldwide web. Thus, a major goal for the Sea Around Us Project has been to make our information available to this diverse audience as rapidly as possible.

It is our belief that even though excellent information has been made available, from websites maintained by FAO [11] and others, it does not allow viewers to see what catch was actually taken from the waters claimed by various countries. Nor does it present the information by the most widely accepted, ecologically-based divisions of the world’s oceans, and the large marine ecosystem. We created web pages to provide an easy interface to access this information with a wealth of cross-links to maps, taxonomic lists and other useful information.

Fig. 1 shows an example of the page (available via www.seaaroundus.org) that allows access to information on any coastal country by a few mouse clicks. Other pages exist for the large marine ecosystem, the high seas and various themes such as information by species, marine catch maps, etc.

Here, we use an example where we are seeking information on the waters of Mauritania. Once chosen, a page opens such as shown in Fig. 2a. There is a simple table showing the area of Mauritania’s EEZ and its shelf area. Its percentage of the world’s known coral reefs and seamounts is shown, as is the average primary productivity of its waters (important attributes of its marine production potential).

In the section called ‘Catches by’ there is easy access to graphs of fisheries catch for the Mauritania from 1950 to 2001 (the last year for which data is currently available). What is unique here, is that this graph shows the catch taken from within the dark blue area of the
map in Fig. 2a, that is, the catch taken from within the EEZ of Mauritania. Most data sources can only show what catches were reported for ‘Mauritania’ regardless of where these catches were taken. These graphs are not only available for species (Fig. 2b) but also for other useful groupings of species. The graph in Fig. 2c shows which countries have taken this catch. Tables supplied with the graphs allow links to other data on the biology of the species involved and offer maps of global distributions, notes on data quality by FAO and other sources. You can even toggle between common and scientific names.

Under the ‘Biodiversity’ section you can find lists of fish (freshwater and marine) found in Mauritanian waters (see link to FishBase [12]), lists of cephalopods (squids, octopus, etc., via a link to CephBase [13]). There are also links to lists of threatened species from these waters (via FishBase).

In a section called ‘Ecosystems’, there are links to important habitat and ecosystem related information for the waters of Mauritania including animated maps of primary productivity, key biological parameters for the fishes found here (including mortality and growth rates as required useful for ecosystem models), and even a trophic pyramid which through FishBase shows fishes at different levels in the food web for this area. For all tropical countries with coral reefs, there is also information on the key features of the reefs via ReefBase [14].

Under the ‘Governance’ section, we provide links to our database of fishing access agreements, which also includes observations of countries fishing in the waters of other countries. There is a section on treaties and conventions relevant to each country including Mauritania, our example here. We also provide access to online country profiles provided by FAO and others.
3. Future features

In the near future, the biodiversity links will include additional groups including marine reptiles, marine plants, echinoderms and others. Our ecosystems links will include links to estuaries, seagrass, seamounts, mangrove and other habitats relevant to the country of interest.

Currently, throughout the pages are opportunities to feedback corrections, suggestions and additions to these pages. In addition, we have begun to methodically contact experts in all countries to ask for their help in reviewing and improving our coverage of their countries’ marine fisheries and ecosystems. Sometimes these exchanges reinforce the need for these pages because local experts admit that there is simply no information available that can be used to check our lists and figures. Our efforts have been well received by a global constituency that needs information to assess what has been going on in their oceans. This is the first step in advocating change.
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